Older adults with poor self-rated memory have less depressive symptoms and better memory performance when perceived self-efficacy is high
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Objective: To investigate whether self-efficacy moderates the association between self-rated memory and depressive symptoms in a large sample of older adults. The influence of self-efficacy and depressive symptoms on memory performance was also examined in a subsample of individuals who reported poor memory.

Methods: Non-demented participants (n = 3766) were selected from the 2012 wave of the Health and Retirement Study. Depressive symptomatology was assessed with the 8-item Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale. A modified version of the Midlife Developmental Inventory Questionnaire was used as the measure of self-efficacy. Participants were asked to rate their memory presently on a five-point scale from Excellent (1) to Poor (5). Immediate memory and delayed memory (after a 5-min interval) were measured by the number of correct words recalled from a 10-item word list.

Results: Multiple regression analyses revealed that negative ratings of memory were significantly associated with greater levels of depressive symptoms, with this effect being greatest in those with low levels of self-efficacy. Additionally, greater self-efficacy was associated with optimal objective memory performances but only when depressive symptoms were low in individuals who reported poor memory function (n = 1196).

Conclusion: Self-efficacy moderates the relationship between self-rated memory function and depressive symptoms. Higher self-efficacy may buffer against the impact of subjective memory difficulty on one’s mood and thereby mitigating the effect of depressive symptoms on memory. Interventions should focus on increasing perceived self-efficacy in older adults reporting poor memory function to potentially minimize memory impairment.
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Introduction

The association between self-rated memory and depressive symptom severity in older adults is well established (Kahn et al., 1975; Grut et al., 1993; Collins and Abeles, 1996; Jonker et al., 1996; Derouesne et al., 1999; Clarnette et al., 2001; Pearman and Storandt, 2004; Minett et al., 2005). Given the equally well-established link between depressive symptoms and cognition in older adults, (e.g., Burt et al., 1995; Koenig et al., 2015; Luciano et al., 2015; O’Shea et al., 2015), it is surprising that the association between subjective memory and objective memory performance is less clearly delineated in the literature. While some studies...
report an association (Gagnon et al., 1994; Jonker et al., 1996), other studies have not (Stewart et al., 2001; Jungwirth et al., 2004; Rickenbach et al., 2015). Memory complaints are common in the elderly. In addition, the clinical diagnosis of memory impairment includes memory complaints as part of the criteria (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), it is, therefore, important to understand why and/or how the association between subjective memory and memory performance may vary. The mixed findings in the research literature may, in part, be explained by methodological factors, including sample sizes, study design, and testing procedures. However, it is equally possible that such inconsistencies may be the result of some moderating factors which attenuate the association between self-rated memory and objective memory performance.

Depressive symptoms have been hypothesized to be a modality through which poor subjective memory is negatively associated with objective memory performance in cognitively normal older adults, that is, in the cases where this association is found (Zandi, 2014; Hülür et al., 2014). In the study by Hülür et al., the authors reported that subjective memory ratings in individuals with functional limitations depended not only on memory performance but depressive symptom severity. The authors suggest that this finding may be indicative that these adults may monitor their state more closely. In addition, the authors reported a moderating effect of education on the association between subjective memory and memory performance. They found that individuals with higher levels of education tended to report more accurate depictions of their memory function which is also consistent with the findings reported by Zelinski et al. (2001). However, it is not clear whether depressive symptoms were also greater in those who reported poor memory ability and had high levels of education.

One important hypothesis as to why depressive symptoms may be associated with memory performance is that depressive symptoms may be a reaction to a decline in memory ability (Bassuk et al., 1998). Further support for this possibility are findings which show that depressive symptoms precede memory decline and not vice versa (Zahodne et al., 2014). While Zahodne et al. consider that depressive symptoms may be a result of underlying neural degeneration, it is also possible that depressive symptoms may have resulted from an awareness of change in cognitive ability. If depressive symptoms can be viewed as a response to perceived poor memory function or decline as some evidence suggests (Bassuk et al., 1998; Wilson et al., 2002; Zahodne et al., 2014), it is also possible that there will be some variation in how individuals respond emotionally, i.e., some people will experience greater levels of depressive symptoms than others.

What then are the factors that may be associated with this variation in emotional response to negatively perceived memory function? We draw on the personal resource model in an attempt to answer this question. Much aging research literature has shown the buffering effects of personal resources (e.g., social support, perceived financial security, and self-efficacy) on outcomes related to health (Lachman and Weaver, 1998), physical function (Kurlowicz, 1998) and wellbeing (Kurlowicz, 1998), as well as cognitive ability (Zunzunegui et al., 2003; Windsor and Anstey, 2008; Zahodne et al., 2014) and rate of cognitive decline (Seeman et al., 2001), independent of demographic factors. In the present study, we explore one facet of personal resources that we consider to be most relevant to the current topic: an individual’s sense of self-efficacy.

Self-efficacy can be conceptualized as the belief that one can attain a desired goal and overcome challenges that may impede attaining the goal. Bandura (1989) was one of the first to propose the possible mechanisms through which self-efficacy may influence intervening processes related to memory performance. In this seminal work, Bandura theorized that greater self-efficacy is likely to lead to greater control and regulation of affective, cognitive, and/or motivational processes related to self-appraisal of memory function either by being associated with more positive appraisals of memory or by minimizing the effect of negative emotional responses on memory performance (Bandura, 1989). More recent empirical research has demonstrated that greater perceived self-efficacy is associated with a decrease in depressive symptoms in older adults (Robinson-Smith et al., 2000). Therefore, greater self-efficacy may enhance memory performances, even when subjective memory ratings are low by minimizing the influence of depressive symptoms on memory.

Overall, the extant body of literature indicates that higher perceived self-efficacy imparts a positive influence on a range of outcomes. However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has explored whether self-efficacy moderates the association between self-rated memory and depressive symptoms and memory performance in older adults. Similarly, no study has examined whether greater self-efficacy moderates the association between depressive symptoms and memory performance in older adults with poorly rated memory function. Thus, the aim of the present study was twofold. First, we aimed to examine (i) whether self-rated memory was associated with objective memory performance and (ii) whether self-efficacy moderated the association between self-rated memory and depressive symptoms.
memory and (ii) whether levels of self-efficacy moderated the association between self-rated memory function and depressive symptoms in a large sample of older adults. Second, as we were interested in the potentially buffering effect of high self-efficacy in individuals who report poor memory function we examined whether the influence of depressive symptoms on memory performance varied as a function of self-efficacy. We considered that together these findings would help shed light on the complex association between self-rated memory, objective memory performance, and depressive symptoms.

**Methods**

Participants

Data for the present study were selected from the Health and Retirement Study (HRS), a biennial longitudinal panel study of the health, economic, social, and cognitive status of adults aged 50 years or older living in the United States. The HRS is sponsored by the National Institute on Aging and conducted by researchers at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. In brief, participants come from an ethnically diverse population (i.e., Hispanic, African American, and non-Hispanic White). Participants have been assessed at two-year intervals since the time at which the study began in 1992. Further details on the study design and sampling procedures have been described elsewhere (Juster and Suzman, 1995).

Of the 20,554 respondents interviewed in the 2012 wave of the study, we included only those 65 years or older as our age group of interest (n = 10,735). Participants were also excluded if they reported that they had ever been diagnosed with dementia or Alzheimer’s disease (n = 819). This left us 9,916 participants. However, just a subsample of participants had been administered a self-efficacy questionnaire. Thus, our final analyses included 3766 adults based on our inclusion/exclusion criteria. Demographic characteristics for these individuals are presented in Table 1. We also examined whether self-efficacy moderated the association between depressive symptoms and objective memory performance, in a subsample of the participants (N = 1196) who had responded as ‘fair’ or ‘poor’ on a self-rated memory assessment.

**Measures**

**Depressive symptoms.** The 8-item version of the Center for Epidemiologic Studies—Depression Scale (CES-D; Andresen et al., 1994) was used to assess number of depressive symptoms. Participants responded either ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to each of the questions.

**Self-rated memory.** Participants were asked to rate their memory at the present time on a five-point scale as ‘excellent (1)’, ‘very good (2)’, ‘good (3)’, ‘fair (4)’, or ‘poor (5)’. This question was asked before being administered the objective memory tests.

**Objective memory.** Memory performance was assessed using tests of immediate and delayed free recall. First, a list of 10 words was presented to participants. They were then asked to recall as many words back as possible immediately following the presentation (immediate memory) and then again after 5 min (delayed memory). Correctly recalled words were used as the measure of immediate and delayed memory performance, with higher scores indicating better performance.

**Self-efficacy assessment.** Data for self-efficacy ratings were drawn from a modified version of the Midlife Developmental Inventory; sense of control scale (MIDI) (Pearlin and Schooler, 1978; Lachman and Weaver, 1998) as part of the Psychosocial Leave Behind Survey. There were a total of 10 items measuring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Demographic characteristics of the samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Starting sample (n = 3766)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>75.36 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>1602 (41.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African</td>
<td>2251 (58.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American (n/%)</td>
<td>3243/84.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (n/%)</td>
<td>470/12.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>37 (8.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of education</td>
<td>12.63 (2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-rated memory</td>
<td>3.0 (0.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CES-D score</td>
<td>1.24 (1.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate memory</td>
<td>5.0 (1.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed memory</td>
<td>3.92 (1.93)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: There are some missing values for some variables in the analyses so they do not always add up to n = 3766 (starting sample) or n = 1188 (subsample). CES-D = Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale.
mastery and constraint. Responses ranged from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (6). Higher values indicate higher mastery and lower constraint (19). The constraint variables were recoded in such a way to be consistent with the mastery variables so that higher scores indicated greater self-efficacy.

Covariates. Age, gender, race (i.e., Caucasian, African American, Other), and years of education were all included in the analyses as covariates.

Ethics statement. The HRS was approved by the Behavioral Science Committee institutional review board. The data collected for this study are publically available.

Statistical analysis. Using the Sense of Control scale provided in HRS 2012 dataset, we wanted to extract a unidimensional construct from the current bi-factor scaled construct of mastery and constraint, to ensure we were measuring autonomy/self-efficacy. Judge et al. (2002) indicate that that psychological constructs such as locus of control, self-esteem, and self-efficacy form a unidimensional construct, as opposed to separate domains. To test this we employed item response theory methodology, specifically, Mokken scaling. We used the public domain software R for Mokken scaling. We used the public domain software R for Mokken scaling (Mokken, 1971). The Mokken model of monotone homogeneity (MH) is based on the assumptions of unidimensionality, local stochastic independence, and monotonicity in the latent attribute (Watson et al., 2012). The model produces a ‘scalability’ diagnostic (Loevinger’s H coefficient) method to assess these assumptions (Van der Heijden et al., 2003). When interpreting H, the following guidelines are common: 0.3–0.4 = weak scale, 0.4–0.5 = medium scale, and >0.5 = strong scale (Sijtsma and Molenaar, 2002). The items do in fact adhere to a continuum, which could be referred to as self-efficacy. However, the Mokken procedure indicated that the scale was of medium strength (Total H coefficient of .41). In order to produce ‘strong’ scalability, it was necessary to remove three items: I often feel helpless in dealing with the problems of life (constraint). Other people determine most of what I can and cannot do (constraint), and What happens in my life is often beyond my control (constraint). The final scale resulted in an overall H coefficient of .52 and included the following items: I have little control over the things that happen to me (constraint), There is really no way I can solve the problems I have (constraint), I can do just about anything I really set my mind to (mastery), When I really want to do something, I usually find a way to succeed (mastery), Whether or not I am able to get what I want is in my own hands (mastery). What happens to me in the future mostly depends on me (mastery) and I can do the things that I want to do (mastery). Reliability was also good, with a value of 0.88. To test for multicollinearity between this new scale and the CES-D scale we ran a simple bivariate correlation analyses, which revealed only a small to modest correlation between these two variables, r = 0.300, thus, supporting the hypotheses that these are two distinct constructs.

Z-scores were calculated based on the current sample for immediate and delayed memory performances. Using multiple regression analyses we first tested whether there was an association between self-rated memory and objective memory performance, controlling for depressive symptoms and demographic factors (i.e., age, education, race, and gender). We placed the covariates in the first step and self-rated memory in the second step. We then conducted a three-step hierarchical multiple regression analyses to assess whether there was an interaction between self-rated memory and self-efficacy to predict depressive symptom severity. Covariates were included in the first step, the main effects for self-rated memory and self-efficacy ratings (centered) variables were tested in the second step, and the interaction between self-rated memory and self-efficacy (centered) was tested in the final step.

In order to gain a better understanding of the role of self-efficacy and depressive symptoms on the association between subjective memory and objective memory we then examined the independent and interactive contribution of depressive symptoms and perceived self-efficacy in predicting objective memory in participants who responded with less than a ‘good’ rating of their memory (i.e., a response of 4 or 5 on the self-rated memory scale). Two separate three-step linear regression analyses were performed to test for these associations. The covariates were placed in the first step, CES-D scores and the self-efficacy variable in the second step, and the interaction term CES-D × Self-efficacy in the final step, with either immediate or delayed memory performances as the outcome. All analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 22.0.

Results

Self-rated memory reports were negatively associated with immediate (B = −0.108, SE (0.016), t(3747) = −6.698, p < 0.001) and delayed memory (B = −0.096, SE (0.016), t(3747) = −6.000, p < 0.001) performances. The main effect of depressive symptom severity was also
negatively and independently associated with immediate \((B = -0.056, SE (0.008), t (3747) = -6.698, p < 0.001)\) and delayed memory performances \((B = -0.049, SE (0.008), t (3747) = -6.066, p < 0.001)\).

There was a significant and negative main effect of self-efficacy on depressive symptoms. The interaction between self-rated memory and self-efficacy was also a significant predictor of depressive symptom severity. Model summary results for the interaction between self-rated memory and self-efficacy on depressive symptoms are displayed Table 2. The interaction revealed that negatively rated memory scores had a stronger association with depressive symptom severity in individuals with low self-efficacy, while this association was minimal in individuals with high self-efficacy (Figure 1). There was a significant and negative main effect for depressive symptoms on immediate and delayed memory. The main effect of self-efficacy was positive and significant only for delayed memory performance.

The results of the regression analyses performed on the subsample of participants are presented in Table 3. Overall, this sub-sample had higher depressive symptom scores and lower memory performances than the full sample. However, participants did not differ in age or gender ratios, as shown in Table 1. Model 1 and Model 2 show the significant interaction between depressive symptoms and self-efficacy on delayed and immediate memory performances, respectively. The interaction revealed that those high on self-efficacy and low on depressive symptoms had the greatest immediate and delayed performances as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.

**Discussion**

The current cross-sectional study explored the associations between self-rated memory reports, depressive symptoms, and objective memory and whether self-efficacy moderated some of these relationships in a large, ethnically diverse sample of older adults. The relationship between self-rated memory and objective memory was first examined. We then investigated whether levels of self-efficacy moderated the association between self-rated memory and depressive symptoms. In a follow-up analysis, we tested the interaction between depressive symptoms and self-efficacy on objective memory performance in a subsample of participants who reported ‘poor’ or ‘fair’ memory function. The results showed that lower self-rated memory reports were significantly and negatively associated with immediate and delayed memory performances. Given the mixed findings in the literature on the association between subjective memory and objective memory, it was not clear if we would find this association. However, we were more interested in understanding the moderating role of self-efficacy and depressive symptoms in participants with memory ratings reported low self-rated memory. We found that even when self-rated memory was poor, higher self-efficacy was associated with less depressive symptoms compared to when self-efficacy was low. The follow-up analyses also revealed that when depressive symptoms were low, greater self-efficacy was associated with better objective memory compared to when self-efficacy was low. This finding extends current research that explores the relationship between self-rated memory and objective memory performance and considers the role of depressive symptoms as modality by which both factors are linked. If the strength and influence of depressive symptoms is attenuated by individual differences in self-efficacy, as we showed in the present study, this may well explain some of the negative findings between self-rated and objective memory in other studies.

Our finding also highlights the role of psychological resources as influential and moderating factors in de-
pressive symptom-related memory deficits and should be considered in future research examining this topic. While individuals who report high self-efficacy are not exempt from a negatively perceived view of memory function, how they respond emotionally (i.e., with less depressive symptoms) may buffer them from the independent effects of depressive symptoms on memory performance. Our study provides support for this hypothesis.

While the direction of the association between depressive symptoms and self-rated memory cannot be ascertained from the present findings, i.e. is not clear whether depression is a response to poorly perceived memory function or vice versa, our findings do seem to be consistent with Bandura’s social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1989). This theory asserts that those with higher levels of self-efficacy are better able to regulate their emotional, cognitive, and motivational processes to enhance their performance on a given task. It may be that having less depressive symptoms alone could benefit their performance or perhaps individuals with higher self-efficacy maintain some greater level of motivation to perform optimally even under the influence of depressive symptoms. However, the interaction between self-efficacy and depressive symptoms suggests that this latter explanation is not the case in the present study. Those who had high self-efficacy and high depressive symptoms showed lower performances than those with high self-efficacy and low depression.

Limitations and future directions

There are limitations to the study that should be considered when interpreting our findings. The cross-sectional design is an obvious limitation to understanding both the directionality and mechanisms involved in the interactive relationships between our variables of interest. However, given the limited research which considers the interactive relationship between these variables, we aimed to first demonstrate

---

Table 3  Summary of regression analyses for variables predicting immediate and delayed memory performances in the sub-sample (N=1196)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Delayed memory</th>
<th>Immediate memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>Model 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B(SE(B))</td>
<td>β(SE(B))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CES-D score</td>
<td>-0.037 (0.014)</td>
<td>0.088** (0.014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>0.009 (0.003)</td>
<td>0.076** (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy × depressive symptoms</td>
<td>-0.005 (0.001)</td>
<td>-0.118*** (0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*R²</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CES-D = Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale.
*p < 0.05;
**p < 0.01;
***p < 0.001.
All analyses were controlled for age, education, race, and gender.

---

Figure 2  The interaction between depressive symptoms and self-efficacy on delayed memory. The moderator values (i.e. self-efficacy) are the sample mean plus/minus one standard deviation from the mean based on raw values.

Figure 3  The interaction between depressive symptoms and self-efficacy on immediate memory. The moderator values (i.e. self-efficacy) are the sample mean plus/minus one standard deviation from the mean based on raw values.
and explore whether these variables did indeed interact. Longitudinal analyses are likely the next step to further break apart and understand how the underlying mechanisms interact over time. However, we consider our study an important first step in demonstrating how the interaction between self-rated memory and self-efficacy influences depressive symptoms in older adults and memory performance at any given time. Our findings are also of relevance to clinical assessment strategies focused on identifying contributors and moderators of depressive symptoms in older-adults. Our study has shown that psychological resilience factors, namely self-efficacy, may modify self-rated memory related depressive symptoms and, thus, should be given more weight in assessment settings.

Another limitation of the study concerns the general measure of self-rated memory. A measure probing more specific aspects of individuals self-rated memory function in more depth may have yielded stronger effect sizes. Overall, the study used brief measures of depressive symptoms and memory function; this may well have influenced the precision of our measures and, therefore, lacked the strength to account for a larger amount of variance in the models. Nevertheless, our aim was to establish reliable associations between sets of variables and derive an understanding of these associations from the pattern of results that emerged. Future research would benefit from using more comprehensive and precise measures to more fully understand the degree of contribution that self-efficacy and depressive symptoms lend to the association between self-rated memory and objective memory function. Also, information on the participants self-rated memory performance was gathered as part of their participation in a larger study. Therefore, we also consider whether the current results would apply to individuals who seek out health professionals because of a memory complaint. Future research examining this question would be worthwhile. Regarding the self-efficacy scale that was used in the present study, some authors have referred to it as a ‘locus of control scale’ (Dzivakwe, 2011) as well as a scale measuring ‘control beliefs’ (Duan-Porter et al., 2015). However, the HRS documentation does report that ‘Sense of Control – Self-Efficacy – Agency – Mastery, Authors in the literature use a variety of terms for these constructs’ (Smith et al., 2013, p22). While we did conduct further analyses to develop a more unidimensional scale that we consider to be reflective of self-efficacy in line with Bandura’s (1989) concept, future research may benefit from using other measures of self-efficacy. Measures of specific aspects of self-efficacy including those relating to cognition, physical function, and health, may be of interest and value. Furthermore, additional objective memory measures assessing other types of memory, specifically working memory, may add greatly to our understanding of self-rated memory and objective memory performance in older adults. There is some precedence for this consideration given a recent study that found self-efficacy to be more closely tied to working memory than episodic memory performance (Zahodne et al., 2014). Additional research should explore how self-rated memory reports relate to differing aspects of memory in the context of individual differences in self-efficacy.

Conclusion

Together our findings suggest that greater self-efficacy is advantageous both emotionally and cognitively even when memory ratings are poor. Older adults with high levels of self-efficacy and low depressive symptoms who also report a poor memory function had the highest memory performances. Thus, interventions aimed at improving perceived self-efficacy may be particularly beneficial in older adults with poor subjective memory.
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Key points

• Self-efficacy moderates the association between self-rated memory and depressive symptoms.
• Older adults who report poor memory have optimal memory performances when self-efficacy is high and depressive symptoms are low.
• Interventions should focus on increasing perceived self-efficacy in older adults with poor subjective memory to potentially buffer them from the influence of depressive symptoms on memory function.
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